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GLIDE (Global unique 
disaster IDEntifier)

Since 2001, ADRC has conducted a globally common, 
unique identification scheme for disaster events as a tool for 
facilitating the sharing of disaster information archived by 
organizations around the world.

Asian Disaster Reduction Center



Sentinel Asia

The Sentinel Asia is a voluntary basis initiative led by the Asia-
Pacific Regional Space Agency Forum (APRSAF) to support 
disaster management activity in the Asia-Pacific region by applying 
the WEB-GIS technology and space based technology, such as 
earth observation satellites data.

Asian Disaster Reduction Center

Emergency Observation Request (EOR): Flood, Landslide in Timor-Leste on 4 April, 2021



Disaster authorities in Turkey have confirmed that 6 people have 
died and 1 is still missing after severe floods and landslides in the 
western Black Sea region that began on 11 August, 2021.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210811TR.html FL-2021-000113-TUR   

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210811TR.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210814JP.html
LS-2021-000114-JPN

Heavy rain pummeled western and southwestern Japan on Friday 13 
August 2021, leaving one person dead and at least two others 
missing in a mudslide, with the weather agency of Japan issuing 
warnings across wide areas of the country.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210814JP.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210908PH.html

TC-2021-000136-PHL 

On 7 September 2021,bad weather caused by Typhoon Conson (local 
name: Jolina) affected more than 10 thousand people in Visayas, the 
Philippines.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20210908PH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211006VN.html
TC-2021-000136-PHL

Tropical Storm Conson tracking northwestward over the western 
South China Sea Sept. 12. Landfall likely in central Vietnam Sept. 13.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211006VN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211001TH.html FL-2021-000147-THA 

Disaster authorities in Thailand report dozens of provinces in the 
northern and central regions have been affected by flooding after 
heavy rain over recent days brought by Tropical Storm Dianmu since 
23 September 2021.Some of the affected areas had already seen 
flooding this month after a period of heavy rain from 16 September 
brought by the Southwest Monsoon.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211001TH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211006VN.html

TC-2021-000155-VNM

Due to the influence of the tropical convergence band combined with 
a tropical depression that is likely to strengthen into a hurricane, from 
now Oct 06 – 08, 2021 in the area from Quang Binh to Phu Yen and 
the North - Central Highlands will have heavy rain.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211006VN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211014VN.html

TC-2021-000158-VNM

Typhoon KOMPASU (Maring) appeared in the East of the Philippines at 13:00 on 
October 13, the location of the storm's center was at about 18.8 degrees North 
latitude; 111.8 degrees East longitude, about 280km north of Hoang Sa archipelago. 
The strongest wind in the area near the center of the storm is strong at level 10-11 
(90-120km/h), level 13. It is forecasted that on October 14, the storm will make 
landfall in Vietnam, directly affecting the provinces from Thanh Hóa to Quang Nam.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211014VN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211012PH.html FL-2021-000158-PHL

The situation in several Northern Luzon areas turned for the 
worst as Severe Tropical Storm Maring (KOMPASU) hits Fuga
Island in Cagayan.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211012PH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211016IN.html

FL-2021-000161-IND

Rainfall in Kerala continued to disrupt normal life in the southern state on 
Sunday, with as many as 18 people losing their lives to rain-related 
incidents so far and dozens of others missing after flash floods and 
landslides in multiple regions. The rainfall situation has also partially 
subsided in central Kerala but the threat of landslides and severe 
waterlogging across multiple districts still persists, according to officials.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211016IN.html


Asian Disaster Reduction Center
https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211020JP.html

VO-2021-000163-JPN

An eruption occurred at Mt. Aso Nakadake No. 1 crater in Kumamoto Prefecture at 
around 11:43 am on the 20th, and a pyroclastic flow flowed about 1.3 km west of 
the crater. The Fukuoka District Meteorological Observatory raised the eruption 
alert level, which has five levels, from 2 (crater area regulation) to 3 (mountain entry 
regulation), and entry within about 2 km from the crater was restricted.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211020JP.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211022VN.html
FL-2021-000166-VNM

Heavy rain affected central areas of the country from late 22 October 
2021, in particular in Quang Ngai and Quang Nam Provinces. In a 24 
hour period to late 23 October, Binh Khuong in Quang Ngai recorded 
600 mm of rain; Hanh Dung (Quang Ngai) 598 mm; Binh Tan (Quang 
Ngai) 577 mm; Tra Phu (Quang Ngai) 54 6mm; Tam Tra (Quang Nam) 
539 mm; and Tam Ky (Quang Nam) 488 mm.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211022VN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211107IN.html

FL-2021-000172-IND

Heavy rain has caused flooding and damage in Chennai and areas of 
the state of Tamil Nadu in India over the last few days. Government 
officials report that 4 people have died in rain-related incidents in 
the state.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211107IN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211105LK.html

FL-2021-000188-LKA

Due to the activation of the North-East monsoon in Sri Lanka, a total of 230,185 
people have been affected and 26 people have been dead across 17 districts. 
The current weather in Sri Lanka is caused by a wind convergence zone formed 
in the western part of the country which is enhanced by a low-pressure 
situation in the South-East area of the Bay of Bengal.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211105LK.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211204ID.html

VO-2021-000194-IDN

According to the Mount Semeru Volcano Observation Post (PPGA) at Gunung
Sawur, Poncosumo Hamlet, Sumberwuluh Village, Java island of Indonesia, 
volcanic activity was recorded starting at 1447 HRS UTC+7 on 4 December 
2021. PPGA then reported at 1510 HRS UTC+7 on the same day that volcanic 
ash from hot cloud avalanches was observed towards Besuk Kobokan. Due to 
the eruption, BNPB has recorded casualties.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211204ID.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211214PH.html
TC-2021-000202-PHL

Typhoon Rai (Name in the Philippines: Odette) slammed into the 
southeastern part of the Philippines on 16 December 2021, 
bringing heavy rains and flooding that displaced thousands over a 
large area. It rapidly intensified to a Category 5 storm before 
making landfall.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2021/article20211214PH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220115TO.html
VO-2022-000005-TON

On 15 January 2022, the underwater volcano Hunga-Tonga-Hunga-Haapai
located 64km in the north of Tonga erupted during 8 minutes, sending a 18 km 
ash plume in the sky. The eruptions triggered a tsunami of 80cm, inundating 
Tongatapu, the main island of Tonga. It triggered tsunami warnings in several 
countries of the Pacific coast, including Japan and the US, where flooding hit 
some coastal parts of California and Alaska.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220115TO.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220224TH.html

FL-2022-000180-THA

Heavy rain has also affected southern Thailand over the last few days, 
resulting in floods in the provinces of Nakhon Si Thammarat, Narathiwat, 
Pattani, Phatthalung, Songkhla, Trang and Yala. Thai Meteorological 
Department reported 184 mm of rain fell in Pattani in 24 hours. According to 
the country’s Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation (DDPM), a 
total of 60,645 people have been affected from 12,129 families.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220224TH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220412PH.html
TC-2022-000197-PHL

Philippine authorities said on 11 April 2022 at least 25 people had 
died in landslides and floods caused by tropical storm Megi as it hit 
the eastern and southern coasts of the country.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220412PH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220515IN.html
FL-2022-000213-IND

The flood situation has worsened in the state of Assam, India, where authorities 
report over 400,000 people are now affected across 1,089 villages in 26 districts. 
Rivers are at record high levels in Nagaon district. Heavy rain, flooding and 
landslides have also affected other parts of the region, including Arunachal 
Pradesh, Nagaland and Meghalaya states in India, and Sylhet Division in 
Bangladesh.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220515IN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220523ID.html
SS-2022-000219-IDN

Triggered by tidal waves on the north sea coast of Java Island, causing 
Coastal Floods and causing the seawater barrier to burst in the North 
Semarang area on Monday, 23 May 2022.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220523ID.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220605PH.html

VO-2022-000227-PHL 

A new phreatic eruption of Mount Bulusan (Sorsogon Province, central Philippines) 
occurred at 3:37 local time on 11 June. The ash plume reached up to 500 m high above 
the crater and the eruption lasted approximately 18 minutes. The plumes dispersed into 
a long veil of ash extending to the northwest, and the ash fall covered 18 barangays 
located in the Municipalities of Casiguaran, Juban and Magallanes. Following the latest 
report of national authorities, as of 9 June, 418 people have been evacuated and 16,400 
were affected due to the first phreatic eruption that occurred on 5 June.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220605PH.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220615IN.html

FL-2022-000213-IND

Assam reeled under devastating floods caused by incessant rain affecting nearly 31 
lakh people in 32 districts, while eight more people lost their lives on June 18 
taking the toll to 63, officials said. Prime Minister Narendra Modi called up Chief 
Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma to take stock of the situation. The CM also visited a 
few relief camps sheltering affected people in Kamrup and Darrang districts. A 
total of 18.94 lakh people were affected in 28 districts of the State on June 17

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220615IN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220618BD.html

FL-2022-000217-BGD
At least 25 people have died and millions have been left 
stranded. The Sylhet region is among the worst affected in 
Bangladesh, with much of the area without electricity and 
internet access.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220618BD.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220622AF.html

EQ-2022-000232-AFG 

An earthquake of magnitude 5.9 at a depth of 10 km occurred in the Spera District 
(Khost Province, eastern Afghanistan) close to the border with western Pakistan on 
21 June 2022 at 20.54 UTC (22 June 2022 at 1.24 local time). The epicentre was 
located 47 km south-west of Khost City. The preliminary report from different sources 
shows that hundreds of people were dead and injured, and many houses were 
destroyed in the eastern provinces, especially in Khost, Paktika, and Nangarhar.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220622AF.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220707VN.html
FF-2022-000259-VNM

In Cao Bang province, heavy rain caused landslides, killing 
one person, landslides, large areas of crops, and people's 
houses.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220707VN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220712IN.html
FL-2022-000213-IND

Godavari river was in spate in Andhra Pradesh on Tuesday (12th), 
resulting in inundation of several villages in the state’s coastal areas, 
even as neighbouring Telangana continued to witness heavy rainfall 
in several places.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220712IN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220713IN.html

FL-2022-000213-IND

Thousands of people have been affected by the flood-like situation in 
Gujarat. The incessant rain has wreaked havoc on several areas of 
the state, including Ahmedabad and Rajkot. The six worst affected 
regions include Navsari, Valsad, Dang, Narmada, Chhota Udepur and 
Panchmahal.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220713IN.html


https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220727PH.html

EQ-2022-000273-PHL

A magnitude 7 earthquake struck inland in the northern province 
of Abra Wednesday morning, badly damaging homes, public and 
private buildings and roads and sending strong tremors through 
Metro Manila.

https://sentinel-asia.org/EO/2022/article20220727PH.html


Asian Disaster Reduction Center

Contact:

https://www.adrc.asia

https://www.afacebook.com/ADRC.KOBE


